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ȓʊɦȆɮȼɦȄࡧȄȯɳɦȳʆǻɼࡧʃɮɌɐɦȄࡧȆʊɱȆɈʆفɦࡧȒȯȨȗםȄࡧȓɡɨɮםȄࡧȓɨȝɮɭࡧɰȆʊȉࡧʄڴɏࡧ
Վ
ȄȮȲࡧ�ȓȼɛȆɳɭࡧɤֺȫ

ʅȱʊɘɳȗɦȄࡧȹɨȣɮɨɦࡧ ɰ؈ɐȸȘɦȄɼࡧ ȓɐȷȆȗɦȄࡧ ȒȲɼȯɦȄࡧ ɤȆɮɏǷࡧ ɤɼȯȡࡧ ɵɭࡧȳȻȆɐɦȄࡧ ȯɳȍɦȄࡧ�ɬȯɐɦɼ

ࡧɏڴ ȮȳɦȄࡧ ɵɭࡧ ȆɳɳɡɮȕٰȆʊȉࡧ ʄȆࡧ�ڈɎȆɮȗȡࡧט ȓʈȲȆȕȳɡȷࡧɵɭࡧȑɨɈɦȆȉࡧ ȆɳɭȆʊɛࡧ ɯɓȲࡧ ֗ȓȸɨݍݨȄࡧ ǴȆɳțǷ

ࡧ
Վ
ȆɄɗȲࡧɅɗȳȕࡧ ֗ȓɮɌɳםȄࡧ ɾȯɦࡧ ȓʈȲɽȸɦȄࡧ ȓʊȋȳɐɦȄࡧ ȓʈȲɽɺɮݏݨɦࡧ ȓɮǾȄȯɦȄࡧ ȓȝɐȍɦȄࡧ ɰǼɗࡧ ֗ɣɦȰ

ɈʈȳȉࡧȓɨȝɮɭࡧȆࡧ٭ڈșɦȮǷۘܣࡧɦȄࡧȓȨʊܶݰɦȄ؈فࡧɓࡧȔȆɭɽɨɐםȄɼࡧȔȄǴȄفɗࡧט
Վ
ȆɐɇȆɛࡧȓȼɛȆɳɭࡧɾȯɦࡧȆʊɱȆ

ȯɳȍɦȄࡧȄȱɸ��

ࡧȆɭࡧǴȆȡࡧࡩʏࡧɰȆʊȉࡧȓɨȝɮɭࡧ ��
Վ
ȆɐɇȆɛࡧ

Վ
ȆɄɗȲࡧɅɗȳʆ֗ࡧȓʈȲɽȸɦȄࡧȓʊȋȳɐɦȄࡧȓʈȲɽɺɮݍݨȄࡧȯɗɼࡧɰǻࡧȆʊɱȆɈʈȳȉ

ࡧȹɨȣɮɨɦࡧ ɰ؈ɐȸȘɦȄɼࡧ ȓɐȷȆȗɦȄࡧ ȒȲɼȯɦȄࡧ ɤȆɮɏǷࡧ ɤɼȯȡࡧ ɵɭࡧȳȻȆɐɦȄࡧ ȯɳȍɦȄࡧ ȓȼɛȆɳɭࡧ ɤֺȫ

������ȲȄȰǵࡧ����ʅȱʊɘɳȗɦȄࡧȦȆȍȿࡧɬɽʊɦȄࡧכǴȆɐȌȲࡧ

ࡧȔȄȲɼȮࡧ �� ɤֺȫࡧ ɤɼȯɦȄࡧɅɐȊࡧ ɵɭࡧ ȓɨɇȆȍɦȄࡧ ȔȆɭȆטٮڈɼࡧ ȑʆȰȆɠࡧכ ɎȆɮȷࡧ ʄڴɏࡧ ȆɱȯȗɏȄࡧ ȯɜɦ

ɱࡧ ɵɡɱࡧ ɯɦࡧ ɵɡɦࡧ ֗ȓɜȉȆȸɦȄࡧɖȄȳɇࡧכɤɼȯɦȄࡧ ȔȄࡧȳɮȕǺɭɼࡧ ʅȱʊɘɳȗɦȄࡧȹɨȣםȄࡧɪɀʆࡧ ɰǷࡧ ɑɛɽȗ

ࡧȈȆȍȷֿࡧ ɝǾȆɜݍݰȄࡧ ɪɸȆȣȕɼࡧ Ȯɽȡɽɭɼࡧ ɯǾȆɛࡧ ɑɛȄɽɦࡧȲȆɢɱࡧל ȓɦȆȧࡧ ʄڲǻࡧ ɤɼȯɦȄࡧ ɅɐȊࡧɽɨȝɮɭ

ɉɜɗࡧȓʊȷȆʊȷ����

ࡧɰǷࡧȮɽɐȖࡧǻڲʄࡧȳʈȲȆɜȗɦȄࡧɦȄۘܣࡧȲȯɀȕࡧɵɏࡧכɯɭࡧȄםȒȯȨȗࡧɤɽȧࡧ �� ȆʊɱȆɈʈȳȉࡧȓɨȝɮɭࡧɵɭࡧȑɨɈɱࡧ Ȇɳɱǻ

ȓʈȲɽȸɦȄࡧ ȓɭɽɡݍݰȄࡧ ɵɏࡧ ȒȲȮȆȿࡧ ȔȆɭɽɨɐɭࡧ șȸʋɦࡧ ࡧɗࢼܣ ֗ɎɽɃɽםȄࡧ Ȅȱɸ� ࡧɷȱɸࡧ� ɪɸȆȣȕࡧ ɰǻ

ȆɭɽɨɐםȄࡧȆɺɨɸȆȣȕࡧɯȗʆࡧɻɱǷࡧɼǷ֗ࡧɯɺɨȍɛࡧɵɭࡧȳʈȲȆɜȗɦȄࡧɷȱɸࡧɪȝɭࡧȓɐȊȆȗɭࡧɯȗȕࡧַࡧɻɱǷࡧȆɭǻۚܣ֗ࡧɐʇࡧȔ

ȓʊȷȆʊȷࡧ ȈȆȍȷֿ� ࡧכɯɭࡧ� ɵɏࡧ ȒȲȮȆɀɦȄࡧȳʈȲȆɜȗɦȄࡧ ɵɭ؈فࡧȝɡɦȄࡧ ʄڲǻࡧ ȆʊɱȆɈʈȳȉࡧ ȓɨȝɮɭࡧ ɪʊȨɱɼ

ȄםȒȯȨȗ֗ࡧȳɟȱɱɼࡧɭٔڈȆࡧɏڴʄࡧɪʊȎȷࡧȄםɤȆȝࡧȳʈȳɜȕࡧכɭ؈ɰࡧɬȆɐɦȄࡧɦ׀ɯɭࡧȄםȒȯȨȗࡧȲȮȆɀɦȄࡧȓɜʊțɽɦȆȉࡧ

ࡧ ɯɛȲS/2022/63ࡧȭʈȲȆȕ����� ࡧ� ʎɲȆȝɦȄࡧ ɰɽɱȆɠࡧࡧ����ՌՌɦࡧ ȳʈȳɜȕࡧȳȫǵɼࡧ ɝǾȆțɽɦȄࡧ ɵɭࡧ Ȇɸ؈فɓɼ

�ȮȆȗʋɱɽʆ��ȾɽɀݍݵȄࡧȄȱ٭ڈ���

ɵɭࡧʊȍɈɦȄڥʏࡧɰǷࡧʎɘɳȕࡧȓɨȝɮɭࡧȆʊɱȆɈʈȳȉࡧȮɽȡɼࡧȈȆɸȲǻࡧʎǿȆʊɮʊɟࡧɵɭࡧɪȍɛࡧȄםȔȆɏɽɮȣࡧלȓʊȉȆɸȲࡧ ��

ɰֿࡧȯʊɟǸȕࡧɪȝɭࡧȄȱɸࡧכȳɭ֗ࡧȆɺɭȳȨʊȷࡧɵɭࡧטȲȄȳɮȗȷࡧࡩʏࡧɗفȓɟࡧȳʈȲȆɜȗɦȄࡧɦȄۘܣࡧȲȯɀȕࡧ ࡩʏࡧȓʈȲɽȷ֗ࡧ



ɼࡧ ɰݍݰ؈Ȅࡧ ɰ؈ȉࡧ ɵɏࡧȳȫך�ɝǾȆɜݍݰȄࡧ ࡧɜȕظۜܣ ȓȝɐȊ� �ɼ�ȓʈɽɺɦȄࡧ ȯʆȯȨȕɼࡧ ɝʊɜȨȗɦȄࡧ ɝʈȳɗ� ɓ؈فࡧ�

ȓʊǾȆʊɮʊɡɦȄࡧȓݏݰȷࡧכɬȄȯȬȗȷȆȉࡧȓʈȲɽȸɦȄࡧȓɭɽɡݍݰȄࡧɬȆࡧַٮڈʏڤȳȼɦȄ���

ɰǻࡧȲȆɢɱȄࡧȮɽȡɼࡧȈȆɸȲǻࡧʎǿȆʊɮʊɟࡧɵɭࡧɪȍɛࡧȄםȔȆɏɽɮȣࡧלȓʊȉȆɸȲࡧࡩʏࡧȓʈȲɽȷࡧɽɸࡧȓɦȆȷȲࡧɯɏȮࡧ ��

�ȵםȄࡧ ȓɟفɗɼࡧ ֗ɯɺɮǾȄȳȡࡧ ʏࡧࡩȲȄȳɮȗȷׂɦࡧ ɰ؈ʊȉȆɸȲࡧלɣȀɦɼֿࡧ ȓʈɽɛࡧɬȄȯȬȗȷȄࡧȔȆʊȧȳȸɭࡧ ɵɭࡧ ȯʈ

ȓʈȲɽȸɦȄࡧȓɭɽɡݏݰɦࡧɬȆࡧטٮڈɻʊȡɽȗɦࡧȓʊǾȆʊɮʊɡɦȄࡧȓݏݰȷכ���

ࡧȓʈȲɽȷ֗ࡧ �� ʄڲǻࡧ ɯɺɦɽȫȮࡧ ɪɺȸʉɼࡧ ֗ɯɺݏݰȸʉɼࡧ ɯɺɦɽɮʈɼࡧ ȓʈȲɽȷࡧ ʏࡧࡩ ɰ؈ʊȉȆɸȲࡧל ɯɏȯʆࡧ ɵɭࡧ ɰǻ

ɪɢȼʉɼࡧɯɺɦࡧǴȆɈɔɦȄࡧȆʊȸɦȄ؟ۜܣࡧʅȳɡȸɐɦȄɼࡧɼכɭۚܣ֗ࡧַࡧɝȨʆࡧɻɦࡧɰǷࡧȚȯȨȗʆࡧɵɏࡧɬȯɏࡧȮɽȡɼࡧ

Ɉʈȳȉࡧɰֿ ȆʊɱȆࡧȄȲȆȍȬȗȷȄɼٮڈȆࡧۂʏࡧɵɭࡧɟǷ؆فࡧɤɼȯɦȄࡧȓɗȳɐɭࡧɣȀɦɼǸȉࡧלȈȆɸȲࡧʎǿȆʊɮʊɡɦȄࡧࡩʏࡧȓʈȲɽȷ֗ࡧ

ɯɺɮǾȄȳȡɼࡧɰ؈ʊȉȆɸȲࡧ��לȓɏȆɮȡࡧʃɮȸʇࡧȆɭࡧșɮɏȮɼࡧșɦɽɭɼࡧȔǸȼɲǷۘܣࡧɦȄࢼܣࡧɗ�ǴȆɄʊȍɦȄࡧȰɽݍݵȄ��

ࡧɘɦفȓɟࡧ ֗Ȇ٬ڈȆɘɨȧɼࡧ ȆʊɱȆɈʈȳȉࡧȔȄȲȆȍȬȗȷȄࡧȔȆɮʊɨɐȖɼࡧȔȆٕڈȡɽȕࡧ ȱʊɘɳȘȉࡧ ɬɽɜȕࡧ ࡧɦȄۘܣ ֗ȓʊȉȆɸȲל

ࡧ ɼַ֗ࡧȓʊǾȆʊɮʊɡɦȄࡧȓݏݰȷࡧכɬȄȯȬȗȷȄࡧȔȆʊȧȳȸɭۘܣࡧɦȄࡧȓɭɽɏȵםȄࡧȚȮȄɽݍݰȄࡧȳɟȱɦࡧࡧɤȆȣםȄࡧɑȸȘʆ

ȆْڈɟفɘȉࡧȄɽɭȆɛ���

ɰǻࡧȓɨȝɮɭࡧȆʊɱȆɈʈȳȉࡧȓɀʈȳȧࡧɏڴʄࡧטȲȄȳɮȗȷࡧɻʊȡɽȗȉࡧטٮڈȔȆɭȆࡧɦݏݰȓɭɽɡࡧȓʈȲɽȸɦȄࡧɬȄȯȬȗȷȆȉࡧ ��

ࡧɘʊɨȧٕڈȆ֗ࡧ ɑɭࡧ ȲȳɡȗםȄࡧ ȆٰڈȄɼȯɏࡧ Ȳف
Ւ
ȕࡧ ʎɢɦࡧ ֗ɰ؈ʊȉȆɸȲࡧל ɵɏࡧ ɯْڈɦȄࡧ ȮȆɐȊǻɼࡧ ֗ȓʊǾȆʊɮʊɟࡧ ȓݏݰȷǷ

ȔȆʆַࡧȄםȒȯȨȗࡧכȓʊɡʈȳɭࡧȆȸɲȳɗɼ֗ࡧɏڴ ɽɦȄࡧʎɭȆɏࡧȓʈȲɽȸɦȄعۜܣࡧȄȲࡧכʄࡧ����ɼࡧ����ȓɐʉȲȱȉ֗ࡧ

ȓʊǾȆʊɮʊɡɦȄࡧȓݏݰȷࡧכɬȄȯȬȗȷȄ��

ɰȆɠࡧכɼڲʄࡧȓɨȝɮɮȉࡧȆʊɱȆɈʈȳȉࡧɅɐȌɼࡧɤɼȯɦȄࡧȓʊȋȳɔɦȄࡧɪɮɐɦȄࡧɏڴʄࡧȒȮȆɏǻࡧʊȉȆɸȲǻٕڈɯࡧǾȆɏɼֺٮڈɯࡧ ��

ࡧɝɗɼࡧȔȆʊǾȆɀȧȄࡧ ֗ɷȯȧɽɦࡧɤɽɺɦȄࡧɯʊȬɭࡧʎɘɗࡧ ֗ȓʈȲɽȷࡧʏࡧࡩɯɺɦࡧ ȆɸǹǸȼɲǷࡧ ɵɭࡧȄםȔȆɮʊȬࡧɦȄۘܣ

ࡧȯȡɽʆࡧ ȒȯȨȗםȄࡧɯɭכ���� ��ȲǻࡧəɦǷࡧʎɲȆȝɦȄࡧɰɽɱȆɠࡧȱɳɭɼࡧ ֗ʎȌȆɸ������ ࡧɅɗȳȕࡧ� ֗ɰࡧךȓʆȆɔɦɼ

ɯɸȮֺȉࡧ ɵɭǷࡧ ʄڴɏࡧ
Վ
ȄȳɈȫࡧ ɰɽɨɢȼʇࡧ ɯٰڈǷࡧ ȓɐʉȲȱȉࡧ ֗ȆٕڈɃȄȲǷࡧ ʄڲǻࡧ ȆٕڈʊȉȆɸȲǻࡧ ȒȮȆɏǻࡧ ɤɼȯɦȄࡧɣɨȕ��

ɉɜɗࡧɰ؈ȋɽםܶݰȄ؈فࡧɓࡧɼǷࡧʃɭȆȗʊɦȄࡧɤȆɘɇࡧכɤȆȫȮǻࡧȆɺɄɐȊࡧșɨȍɛɼࡧ��ȆɸȲȯɀɭࡧȔȆɭɽɨɐםȄࡧɷȱɸɼ

ɀɦȄࡧȒȯȨȗםȄࡧɯɭ׀ɦࡧɬȆɐɦȄࡧɰ؈ɭ׀ɦࡧȳȼɏࡧɑȊȄȳɦȄࡧȳʈȳɜȗɦȄࡧȭʈȲȆȗȉࡧȲȮȆࡧ�����ʎɲȆȝɦȄࡧɰɽɱȆɠ��������



�ࡧɬȄȯȬȗȷȄࡧ � ɻȗɮɏȴࡧ Ȇɭࡧ ʄڴɏࡧ ȓʈȲɽȸɦȄࡧ ȓɭɽɡݍݰȄࡧ ȓȍȷȆȨɮȉࡧ ȆʊɱȆɈʈȳȉࡧ ȓɨȝɮɭࡧ șȍɦȆɇࡧ ȯɜɦ

כȷݏݰȓࡧȓʊǾȆʊɮʊɡɦȄ֗ࡧɼࡩʏࡧȄȱɸࡧȄםɤȆȣ֗ࡧɰǼɗࡧȄݍݰȓɭɽɡࡧȓʈȲɽȸɦȄࡧȑɐȼɦȄɼࡧʅȲɽȸɦȄࡧɯɸࡧɵɭࡧ

ʊȉȆɸȲࡧלȔȆɏɽɮȣםȄࡧɑʊɴɀȗȉࡧșɭȆɛۘܣࡧɦȄࡧɤɼȯɦȄࡧȔȆɭɽɡȧࡧȓȍȷȆȨɮȉࡧȓȍɦȆɈםȄࡧɯɺɦࡧɝȨʆ֗ࡧȓ

���ȄɼםȔȆɏɽɮȣࡧȄםȓɈȍȕȳࡧ٭ڈȆࡧȆɺɨʈɽɮȕɼࡧȆɺɮɏȮɼࡧȓʊɈɔȗɦȄɼࡧɏڴʄࡧȆɮȉ�ȽɏȄȮ��ȆɺɮǾȄȳȡࡧɗٕڈȆࡧ

ȓɨɨɄࡧɵɦࡧȝȕۚܣࡧȄݍݰȓɭɽɡࡧȓʈȲɽȸɦȄࡧ ���
Ւ
ɰǻࡧɪȝɭࡧɷȱɸࡧטɗفȔȄǴȄࡧɼכȑʆȰȆɠࡧȄɼםȔȆɭɽɨɐࡧȄם

ȓʈȲɽȸɦȄࡧɂȲࡧכʄڴɏࡧɻɦȆɢȻǷࡧȓɗȆɢȉࡧȈȆɸȲࡧלȓȋȲȆȨɭࡧʏࡧࡩȲȄȳɮȗȷࡧטɵɏࡧʅȲɽȸɦȄࡧȑɐȼɦȄɼ� 

�

�

ࡧ ʄڊȳʆڴɏࡧ ȮȳɦȄࡧ ȄȱɸࡧȳȼɲࡧȒȲɼȯɦȄࡧ ɝǾȆțɼࡧ ɵɭࡧ ȓʊɮȷȲࡧ ȓɜʊțɼࡧ ɷȲȆȍȗɏȄɼࡧșȸʋɨȕȆɢɦȄɼࡧ ȓɮɌɳםȄࡧ ɑɛɽɭࡧ ʄ

ʅȱʊɘɳȗɦȄࡧȹɨȣɮɨɦࡧɰ؈ɐȸȘɦȄɼࡧȓɐȷȆȗɦȄ���

�

�
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* This Statement was given in response to the statement of the 
representative of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and 
Northern Ireland Ambassador Joanna Roper, during the 
discussion of Item ten of the agenda of the Ninety-Ninth 
Session of the Executive Council and as we were not able to 
exercise our right of reply, despite our request from the 
secretariat of the meeting to do so:  
 

1.  The delegation of the Syrian Arab Republic 
categorically rejects what was stated in the statement of 
the British representative during the discussion of the 
tenth item on the agenda of the Ninety-Ninth Session of 
the Executive Council this morning, Wednesday 9 March 
2022. 
 

2. We are now used to hearing lies and false accusations 
from some countries during the sessions of the Executive 
Council and previous conferences of the States Parties, 
but we did not expect that those representatives would 
reach a state of denial of an existing and admitted reality 
and ignore the present facts simply for political reasons . 
 

3. We refer the British representative the reports issued by 
the United Nations on this matter, as they are not 



 

� 
 

information issued by the Syrian government. Ignoring 
this information means, either that such reports are not 
thoroughly looked at, or that they are being ignored for 
political reasons. For example, the report of the 
Secretary-General of the United Nations issued in 
document No. S/2022/63 dated 28/January 2022 and 
other documents, the latest of which is ³81,7$'´�LQ�WKLV�
regard. 
 

4. It is only natural that the British representative would 
deny the existence of chemical terrorism by terrorist 
groups in Syria, because confirming such an issue would 
prevent her from continuing to fabricate reports issued 
from time to time by WKH� ³Fact-Finding 0LVVLRQ´(FFM) 
DQG� WKH� LOOHJDO� ³Investigation and Identification 
THDP´(IIT) To accuse the Syrian government of using 
chemical weapons. 
 

5. Denying the existence of chemical terrorism by terrorist 
groups in Syria is a strong message of support for those 
terrorists to continue their crimes and to fabricate more 
plays on the use of chemical weapons to accuse the 
Syrian government. 
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6. Those who support, finance and arm terrorists in Syria, 
facilitate their entry into Syria, and provide the political, 
military and security cover for them, do not have the right 
to talk about the absence of chemical terrorism in Syria, 
because Britain and its intelligence are among the 
countries most familiar with those terrorists and their 
crimes. It created, financed and supported the so-called 
"White Helmets" terrorist group, which implements the 
directives and instructions of Britain's intelligence and its 
allies, to fabricate plays on the use of chemical weapons, 
and there is no space to mention all the alleged incidents 
which they have fabricated. 

 
7. The British representative is keen to continue accusing 

the Syrian government of using chemical weapons, and to 
dismiss the charges against terrorists, in order to justify 
its repeated aggression with its allies, the United States 
and France, on Syrian territory in 2017 and 2018, under 
the pretext of using chemical weapons. 
 

8. The representative of Britain and some Western 
countries should rather have been concerned with how to 
return their own terrorists and their families from the 
camps they established for them in Syria. In ³al-Hol´ 
camp alone, according to United Nations statistics, there 
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are 56 thousand terrorists, and since January 2018 until 
now, these countries have refused to repatriate them, 
under the pretext that they pose a threat to the security of 
their countries. Some of them accepted the repatriation of 
orphaned or unaccompanied children only. This 
information comes from the Fourteenth report of the 
Secretary-General of the United Nations issued on 
January 28, 2022. 

 
 

9. The British representative called for holding the Syrian 
government accountable for its alleged use of chemical 
weapons. In this regard, the Syrian government and the 
Syrian people are the ones who have the right to demand 
accountability of the governments of countries that 
manufactured, financed and covered for the crimes of 
terrorist groups, including ISIS and its associates.  
 

10. Such slanders, lies and misleading information will not 
deter the Syrian government and the Syrian people from 
continuing to fight terrorism in all its forms on the Syrian 
soil. 
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I ask that you please consider this Statement as an Official 
document of the Ninety-Ninth Session of the Executive 
Council, and publish it on the public website and Catalyst 
Internal database. 


